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A function field version of a theorem of F. Hirzebruch relating continued 
fractions to class numbers of quadratic number fields is established. Our approach 
is based on Artin’s thesis and Zagier’s proof of Hirzebruch’s theorem. Some of our 
results seem to be of independent interest, e.g. explicit formulas for Zeta functions 
of real quadratic function tields. ( 1992 Academic PI-X. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In his doctoral thesis [ 1 ] Emil Artin studied the arithmetic of quadratic 
extensions of F,(x) @ # 2) in complete analogy to the classical theory of 
quadratic number fields. 
The object of this paper is to extend this analogy to include an analogue 
of the following result of F. Hirzebruch. 
THEOREM. Let 
e 
r 
i 
i ‘. Y 
1 
0 n,+ 
d n, + ... 
be the continued fraction expansion of the square root qf a prime q = 3 
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(mod 4), q > 3. If the class number of Q(h) is one then the class number 
of Q(G) is equal to 
; i (-l)“n,.. 
Y= I 
To this end we develop a “function field” version of Zagier’s method to 
establish (an equivalent form of) the above result, contained in [3]. The 
analogue of Hirzebruch’s formula is Theorem 7.3 below. 
The present work is basically the author’s master degree thesis completed 
at Universidad de Chile (Santiago, Chile) under the guidance of Professor 
Ricardo Baeza. 
Remark. The same problem has been studied and a similar result 
obtained by Professor David Hayes in “Real Quadratic Function Fields,” 
CMS Conference Proceedings, Vol. 7, Amer. Math. Sot., Providence, RI, 
1987. His approach differs considerably from ours. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
For further details on the material presented in this section we refer the 
reader to Artin’s thesis [ 11. 
Let p # 2 be a prime and let F, denote the field with p elements. The 
completion of F,(x) (x an indeterminate) with respect to the valuation 
defined by lP/QI = p degPpdegQ (P/Q E F,(x)*) is the field 
F,(x), = i a,x”‘: a, E F,, r E 2 
-x 
with induced valuation given by 
I 1 i a,xm =p’ (a,#O). ~ST 
For ,-=a,x’+a,- l~rP1 + ... E F,(x)*,, we define the sign of 2 to be 
sgn==a,EF,* 
and the polynomial part of z to be 
[z] = 1 a,x”‘E F,Cxl. (2.1) 
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Let Z, and Z: E F,(s): We have 
with strict inequally if and only if I:, 1 = Ir,l and sgn ;, + sgn :: = 0. Also 
note that 
I-, I 3 I”21 - I=, I 3 I:, - r,l. (2.2) 
Now let K be a quadratic extension of F,,(X). We say that K is a real 
quadratic function jield if K is contained in F,(x), Otherwise K is called 
an imaginary quadratic function field. 
Let g be a generator (fixed throughout the paper) of the cyclic group F,*. 
We may write K= F,(x)(@), w h ere DE F,[x] is manic and squarefree 
and a = 1 or g. Then K is a real quadratic function field if and only if a = 1 
and deg D is even. 
We now fix D E F,[x] manic and squarefree of non-zero even degree and 
consider the real field K=>,(x)($) together with its associated 
imaginary field K’= F,(x)(JgD). Further we fix the square root of D in K 
by requiring that sgn fi = 1. 
Let {, and c,, denote the Dedekind zeta functions of K and K’, respec- 
tively. Then [, and [,, are related by the functional equation 
Hence Artin’s formula for the ideal class number h(gD) of K’, namely 
h(gD) = (1 - p) . i,(O), may be written as 
h(gD)=(l+p).i, & 
( I 
(2.3) 
Note that this expression for the ideal class number of the imaginary 
field K’ in terms of the real field K may be viewed as a (rather distant) 
analogue of Hirzebruch’s theorem stated in the introduction, We will use 
formula (2.3) in Section 7 below. 
3. CONTINUED FRACTIONS 
Artin [ 1 ] introduced a continued fraction algorithm in F,(x), based on 
the polynomial part function (2.1). Below we outline his construction and 
define a new concept (Definition 3.5). 
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Let q, E F,(x)*, . Define z, for r >, 1, recursively by 
where N,+ 1 = [z~- r] is the polynomial part of z,-, . 
Note that, for every r 2 1, 
1 
zo= No+ 
1 
:= [N,, N,, . . . . N,- 1, Z,]. 
N, + 
Now put CI, = [N,, N, , . . . . N, _ 1, IV,]. 
THEOREM 3.1. The sequence (cc~},~~+ converges in F,(x), and 
lim c(,=zO. 
r - oz 
Proof. See [l, p. 401. 1 
Thus we have a continued fraction expansion for zO: 
zo= [N,, Nl, N,, . ..I. 
Now assume that z0 E K\F,(x). Then, as in the “classical” case, the 
continued fraction expansion of z0 is periodic; i.e., there exist r,, and t > 0 
such that 
7 
br+,=Zr for all r 2 rO. (3.2) 
The smallest such t is called the period of zO. 
DEFINITION 3.3. We say that Z~E K\F,(x) is reduced if its continued 
fraction expansion is purely periodic; i.e., if r0 = 0 in (3.2). 
THEOREM 3.4. Let z0 E K\F,(?c). Then z0 is reduced if and only if 
E”I < 1 < bolr 
where ~ denotes the F,(x)-automorphism of K= F,(x)(@) which changes 
Jo into -J’5. 
Proof. See [ 1, p. 421. 1 
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Note that when z,, is reduced we have z, = z,,. where t is the period of 
z,, (set r =r(,=O in (3.2)). 
DEFINITION 3.5. Let z,, be reduced. The number 
II= u(z,,) = min [Y > 0: (zo/z,) E F,$ ) 
is called the quasi-period of the continued fraction expansion of zo. 
By the note preceding this definition, we have I) < t. Below we give an 
example in which u < t. 
Write z. = a:,, where a E F,*. Then zr)+ , = l/(z,, - [:,>I) = u/(z,, - [zO] ) = 
a=,, - I- ,,+2=a -2, etc., so the continued fraction expansion of :(I has 
the form [N,, N, , . . . . N,, , , a IN,,, UN,, . ..I. i.e., the continued fraction 
expansion of z0 can be determined as soon as o, N,,. N,, . . . . N,, , . and a are 
known. 
EXAMPLE 3.6. Let D=x~+.?+~.Y+ 1 E Fs[*~]. We have @=.I?- 
2 + .C ’ + . . (a general formula for @ is given in [ 1, pp. 6671). Using 
Theorem 3.4 we can verify that r,, = (x’ + fi)/(2,u + 2) is reduced. Now 
N,=.K- 1; z, =x2-2+$; 
N, =2.x’+ 1; zr= 
X-22$ 
2X$2 ’ 
N2 = x - 1; 
- y2L fi 
=3 = 2s+2 = ---0 
so the quasi-period of the continued fraction expansion of z0 is ~(2~) = 3. 
Further (N,,N ,,..., N,,~,)=js-1,2.u’+l,.u-1’i and a=--1, so the 
continued fraction expansion of z0 is 
zo= [A- 1,2??+ 1,x- 1, --x+ 1, -2x2- 1, -x+ 1, . ..I. 
. / 
Remarks 3.7. (a) If z0 is reduced then hz, is also reduced for any 
b E F,* (by Theorem 3.4) and 
u( zo) = u( bq)). 
This follows from the fact that if u’~ = hzO then u’, = b * rz, for r 2 1. 
p(b) l/‘($- C,.bl) is reduced since Ifi-- [fill < 1 and 
lfi- Cfill= Ifi+ Cfill= Ifi1 > 1. 
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4. BINARY QUADRATIC FORMS OVER F,[x] 
In this section we outline a study of the arithmetic of the real quadratic 
function field K which parallels that of Zagier in the number field case 
(see C31). 
Write K= F,(x)(>) as before and let F(D) denote the set of binary 
quadratic forms over F,[x] of discriminant D. We define an action of 
GMF,C.~I) on F(D) by 
(7”)(X, Y)=(det T))‘f TE GMF,Cxl), fe F(D). 
An orbit of this action is called an equivalence class of forms and two 
forms in the same orbit are said to be equivalent. 
Notation. We write f = [A, B, C] to denote the form f(X, Y)=AX’+ 
BXY + CY’. 
DEFINITION 4.1. We say that f = [A, B, C] E F(D) is a reduced form if 
W,-= (B + @)/2A E K is reduced with sgn W,= 1. Thus f is reduced if and 
only if 
I~fl<l-4W,l and sgn W,= 1. 
THEOREM 4.2. There are only finitely many reduced forms in F(D). Any 
form in F(D) is equivalent to a reduced one. In particular there are only 
finitely many equivalence classes of forms. 
Sketch of proof That there are only finitely many reduced elements 
in K (and thus only finitely many reduced forms in F(D)) is proved in 
cl, P. 421. 
Let f = [A, B, C] EF(D). Let A’ =f(X,, X0), where (f(X,, Y,,)l = 
min{ I f(X, Y)l: (O,O)# (X, Y)E F,,[x]‘}. As in [3, p. 601, we can find 
T, E GL,( F,[.x]) such that 
T, f = [A’, B’, C’ ] (for some B’, C’). 
Now the form T,( T,f) = [A”, B”, C”],where T, = (A rs’{i’l”) (here 
[ ] = polynomial part) is equivalent to f and satisfies 1 B”I < iA”1 < JC”I. 
Therefore we may assume that f = [A, B, C] satisfies 1 BI < I Al < 1 Cl. Then 
we have (AI’< (AC\ = )B*-4ACI = (D(, i.e. (Al < Ifi\. Now put 
M=[W,], a=sgn(M- Wf)~Fp*, and S(M)= 
(4.3 1 
and consider .f’* = S(A4l.f‘ = [‘4*, B*, C-*1. Since IA(M- I+‘, )( < 
IM- W,I I,,6 < Iv61 we have 
IA*1 = l(M- WI-,(A(M- w,)+,,Ti;I = IM-- WI. ~\/Zl < lv,El. 
Consequently we may assume that ,I’= [A, B, C‘] is such that IA / < /,i’ni. 
We now complete the proof by showing that, under this assumption on,f; 
the form ,f* is reduced. In fact 
w. =B*+fi= 2AM-B+fi 
t* 2A* 2a ‘A(M- W,.)(M- @,-) 
a(2AM-2A@‘,) a 
= 2A(M- bVf)(A4- w,) 
=- 
M- w,’ 
so (W,,I > 1 and sgn W,,= 1, and 
/ lq*I = Ic*’ Id IAI 
lB*+fil= 12A(M- WJ+2& =m<” ’ 
Let f = [A, B, C] be a reduced form. Since I PV, I < 1~ / W,.( we have 
IAI<I(~,-~,M=Ifil; 
hence, as shown in the proof of Theorem 4.2, the form f * is also reduced. 
Thus iffi=f andh+, =fi* (i= 1,2, 3, . ..) then (fl, f2, f3, . ..> is a set of 
reduced forms which, by Theorem 4.2, must be finite. In fact there exists a 
positive integer A = A(f) such that f, . fi, . . . . fA are all distinct and f,: + i = f, 
for every i > 1. For this reason the set {f, , fi, . . . . fi. > is called the cycle of 
reduced forms generated by the reduced form f = f,. Write 
wi= WA7 Mi= C wilt and a;=sgn(fV- Wi) for l<idA 
(note that W, = Wf). Then as before 
W a, I+‘=-- 
Remarks 4.5. The following facts will be used in Section 6 below. 
(a) Observe that 
(4.4) 
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(b) Using (4.4) we have 
THEOREM 4.6. Let {f,, fi, . . . . f,} be the cycle of reduced forms 
generated by the reduced form f = f,, and let ( W,, W,, ..,, W,} be the 
corresponding cycle of reduced elements. Then 2 is equal to the quasi-period 
v of the continued fraction expansion of W,., and 
IWiI=INiI (1 <ib%=v), 
where N,, N2, . . . . N, are the first v terms in the continued fraction expansion 
of y,. 
Proof. Let W,-= [N,, N,, . . . . N,, . ..] be the continued fraction expan- 
sion of W,; here Nj= [zi], where z, = Wr, and 
1 
Sk+,= 
zk - Czkl 
for k2 1, 
and v is the quasi-period of Wr. 
Using (4.4) and induction we see that 
Zk+l- kfl -b wk+, (k>,O) (4.7) 
for some bk + 1 E Fp*. 
Therefore 
v=min{k>O:zk+,/z,E:Fp*}=min{k>O: Wk+l/W1~Fp*} 
=min{k>O: W,,, = W, )(since sgn Wi = 1) 
=min{k>O:fk+,=f,}=E,, 
as was to be shown. 
Now by (4.7) 
1 Wi\ = Jzil = I[z,]j = INil (1 <i<A=v), 
as desired. 1 
We conclude our “Theory of Reduction” with 
THEOREM 4.8. Two reduced forms are equivalent if and only if they 
generate the same cycle of reduced forms. 
Proof Clearly we only need to prove “a”. 
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Let f’ and j” be reduced equivalent forms say f = Tf" with T = ( ': i: ) E 
GL,( F,,[r] ). We have 
(Note: though perhaps unexpected, the above formula is correct.) 
If 7-O then x,6~Fz; hence (using (4.9)) jfil = IcxE’-SE’.I < 
max{I@,I, IF,,/; <I, so fl=O. Thus rW,=6W,.. Since sgn W,=sgn IV, 
( = 1 ), it follows that r = 6 and j” =.f: Similarly /I = 0 implies ,f’ =,/I 
From now on assume &#O. We claim that either 1x1 < 171 or 161 < IpI. 
This is true if x6 = 0 so suppose ZS # 0. First we observe that 1~161 = lflyl, 
since otherwise 
1 = lk-/?yI =max(ia6l, /pVl) * I/??1 = 1, IrSl = 0. 
Now if Ic(/ 3 J’JI and 161 3 Ifi1 then we must have Ic(/ = 171 and 161 = IfiI, 
whence 
I4 IBI wq-,+Sl -=-= 
IYI I4 lyW,.,+c(l 
<I<lw+PI=kJ 
l;lW,.+srl li’l’ 
a contradiction. 
This proves the claim. 
Assume that ltx < IyJ (later we will see that the study of the case ISI < I/31 
can be reduced to the study of the case 1~1 < lull). 
We have 
1 1 
u;-" = 
IBY -d 1 
j’ ly(YWf,+Ci)l = lj'l' I Wf,I< ” 
hence 
l[W,l-fiGmax{ ICW,l- W,I, wf-f < 1. 
I Ii 
Let M, a, S(M) be given by (4.3 ). We have f* = S(M) f = T, f' where 
T, = TS(M)=($I$ t;) zf (;; $) satisfies (by (4.10)) 
1y / =/y M-6 < 1 1 1 I Y 
I. 
7 
If fir yr = 0 then, as in the beginning of the proof, f * =,f’ and we are done. 
Otherwise 
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so we may repeat the above argument withf*, T, in place off, T to obtain 
T,=(;; 2) such that f** = T, f’ and IyZl < (yi(. If f12y2=0 we are done, 
otherwise find T, = (;: {:) such that f *** = T3 f’ and Jy31 < lyZJ, and so 
forth. Since Iy,J > Jyz( > (y31 > . ., this process eventually stops; i.e., 
P,,y,, =0 for some n. Thereforef’=f** -“* (n *‘s), proving the theorem in 
this case. 
Finally suppose that 161 < I/II. Then 161 < Iy(. This is true if 6 = 0 (clear) 
or if a=0 (since then j/3 = IyI [ = 11) so assume a6 #O. We have \cc/yl = 
IPlSl ’ 1 so 
as asserted. 
Consider T-’ = (f f). Thenf’= T-‘fand 161 = 161 < IyI = 171, so we can 
proceed as before to complete the proof. 1 
Incidentally, the above proof contains an argument to compute 
Aut(f)= (TE GL,(F,[x]): Tf=f}, the group of automorphisms of f, 
when f is reduced. Indeed, if we put f’ = f in the proof of Theorem 4.8 
then the T= (F i) considered there is an automorphism off; i.e., f= Tf: 
We have seen that fly = 0 implies T= a. Identity for some a E Fp*. When 
,Qy #O we either have lcll < JyI or 16) < I/?[; suppose the former holds. 
Then there exist a E F,* and n E 2 + such that T,, := TS(M,) . . S(M,) = 
a . Identity, hence T = a( S(M, ) . S(A4,)) - ‘. Further f, + i = T, f = 
(a.Identity)f=f=f,, whence n=O (mod3,). If ISl<lpI a similar 
argument applies to T-‘. Thus we obtain 
COROLLARY 4.11. Let f  he a reduced form and let T E GL,( F,[x] ) be an 
automorphism off: Then T has the form 
T=u{S(M,)S(M,)...S(M,)}“, 
where a E F,* and n is a positive integer s 0 (mod A,). 
Conversely, any such transformation is an automorphism off: 
5. ALMOST-REPRESENTATIONS 
Let N be any nonzero polynomial in F,[x] and let f  E F(D). 
DEFINITION 5.1. We say that N is almost-represented by the form f  if 
there exist X, YE F,[x] such that 
fK VINE F,*. 
The pair (X, Y) E F,[x]* is called an almost-representation of N by f: 
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Observe that if (X, Y) is an almost-representation of N by j’ and ,f ’ is 
equivalent to ,f; say f = Tj” with TEGL,(F,[u]) then ( ::I) := T( i:) is an 
almost-representation of N by,/“. In fact. 
/N= (det T)( rf’)(X, Y)!N 
= (det T) f(X, Y)/N E F,T. 
DEFINITION 5.2. Let f; f’ be equivalent forms. The almost-representa- 
tions (X, Y) and (X’, Y’) of N by f and ,f’ (respectively) are said to be 
equivalent if there exists TE GL,( F,[x] ) such that 
f=Tf’ and [:I)= T(F) 
Remark. In order to ease notation in some instances below we will 
write (X’, Y’) = (X, Y)’ instead of (cl) = T(:). 
Setting f’ = f above, we see that the group of automorphisms off acts 
on the set of almost-representations of N by f: We denote by AR(N, f) the 
number of orbits of this action. That this number is actually finite will be 
one of the consequences of the following important result. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let f be a reducedfbrm and let {f,, f2, . . . . f,: $ be the cycle 
of reduced forms generated by j Then each almost-representation of N by f 
is equivalent to an almost-representation (X, Y) qf N by ,fr, for some r 
(1 < r d A), which satisfies 
IX+ YW,l = mix{ 1x1, I YWJ). I4 > I YWrl9 and sgn X= 1. 
15.4) 
Proof (Notation as in Section 4). For any in 2 put f, =f,, where i-j 
(mod 1) and 1 < j,< A. Let (X, , Y,) be an almost-representation of N by 
f = f, and define (Xi, Y,) for in 2 recursively by 
xi-1 
( > 
X, 
yi 1 =S(M,-1) y, . ( > 1 (5.5) 
Then (Xi, Y,) is an almost-representation of N by f, which is equivalent to 
(X,, Y,). Now let 2,=X,+ YiWj. By (5.5) and (4.4) 
Ilip,=(M,-,- W,_,)X;+u,~,Yi=~xi+a ,.-, Y$&+z,I 
I I 
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hence 
In particular, jz,+ ,/Fip ,( < (zl/Zil ( . smce ( Ri 1 < 1 < ) W, I), so if lzi/?, ) = p”’ 
then {ni } iE z is an increasing double sequence of integers. Therefore there 
exists a unique j E 2 such that ni_ , < 0 < nj; that is, 
By (5.6) this is equivalent to 
(5.7) 
Now using (2.2) twice 
IZjl~I~jl~lZjl~IZji~,I=IY,(W,-~~)I=IY,WjJ 
oI~~J>rnax{lz,- Y,W,l, ]Y,W,I}=max{IX,I, lYiW,j}. 
But 13, ( = IX, + Yj Wj / d max { /Xi /, ( Yj W, ( > always, SO we have 
1,<12,j/yjlolzjl=lXj+ YjWi(=maX((X,(, lYjW,l). 
and conversely 
Hence 
Finally put X= Xj/sgn Xj, Y = Y,/sgn X,. Then (A’, Y) is an almost- 
representation of N by f,, where j = r (mod I.) and 1 < r 6 I, which is 
equivalent to (X,, Y,) and satisfies (5.4). 1 
The following remarks will lead to a proof of the finiteness of AR(N, f) 
(cf. discussion preceding the theorem) when f’is reduced. Further, we will 
derive a formula for AR(N, f) in this case (see Corollary 5.10 below). 
Remarks 5.8 (Cf. Proof of Theorem 5.3). Let (X;, Y,‘) be another 
almost-representation of N by ,I: Let (A’,‘. I’,‘) be defined recursively in 
terms of (X’, , Y; ) by (5.5 ). let k be the unique integer for which 
(here r; = XL + Yb II’, ) and let .Y’ = Xi /sgn <‘i-i. Y’ = Y; ;sgn Xi. 
(a) If (X’,, Y’,)=(X,, Y,)7- for some T~Aut(j’), then X’=AY and 
Y’= Y. 
In fact, by Corollary 4.11 we may write 
T=a(S(M,)S(M,)...S(M,,))“, 
where a E F,* and n E Z +. Then, inductively, 
so Z;=az,+n (note that IJV’~+,~ = IV; since n E 22 + ). In particular rl = uzk + ,) 
so (by (5.9)) relation (5.7) holds with j replaced by k k n. But j is the 
unique index for which (5.7) is true, so k + n = j, whence 
X’=aX,,,,/a.sgn X,+.=X,/sgn X,=X 
and 
Y’=aY,.,,/a.sgn Xk+,,= Y,/sgn Xi= Y, 
as claimed. 
(b) For 1 <r < 2 let A,(N) denote the set of almost-representations 
of N by f, which satisfy (5.4). Let (X, Y) E A,(N). 
(b.1) Consider ($;)=n::{ S(M,)(‘F). Then (X,, Y,) is an almost- 
representation of N by f and 
Hence, since (X, Y) satisfies (5.4), zr := X, + Y, W, = X+ YW, is such that 
1 < lz,/?,( < ( W,/w,l, so r =j= the unique integer for which (5.7) holds. 
Therefore X= X/sgn X = XJsgn X, = X,/sgn X, and Y = Y,/sgn X, (recall 
that sgn X = 1). 
(b.2). Now suppose that (Xi, Y; ) is another almost-representation 
of N by f with X=X;/sgn Xi and Y= Y;/sgn Xi, where (Xi, Y;) and k 
are as above. Observe that k s r mod A. 
We claim that (X’,, Y’,)=(X,, Y,)ffor some T~Aut(f). 
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We prove this assuming k 2 r (the case k dr is handled similarly; 
see [Z]). Let T= (sgn X;)(S(M,)...S(M,~,)). Then TEAut(f), since 
k - r is a non-negative integer z 0 (mod A), and, using X, = X= X;/sgn XL, 
etc., we have 
i= 1 i= 1 
(c) Each A,(N) is finite and A,(N), A,(N) are disjoint if r fs. 
Let (X, Y)E A,(N) and writef,= [A,, . ..I. We have, using (5.4) 
INI = IfAX Y)l = IA,(X+ YW,)(X+ YW,)l = IA,1 .max{ 1x1, I YW,l} . (XI, 
hence 
WI2 G IWI~,I and IXYI G IWI~r WA. 
Since there are only finitely many (X, Y) E F,[x]’ satisfying these 
inequalities, A,(N) is indeed finite. 
Now let (X, Y) E A,(N) n G,(N). Let (Xi, Y;) = (X, Y)‘, where 
T=S(M,)...S(M,-,). We can prove, as in (b.1) above, that s=k and 
X= X;/sgn Xi, Y= Y;/sgn Xi, where (Xi, Yb) and k are as usual. As 
observed in (b.2), k = s = r(mod I,), whence s = r. 
We can now state 
COROLLARY 5.10 (of Theorem 5.3). Let f, I be us in the statement of 
Theorem 5.3. The number AR(N, f) of orbits of the action of Aut(f) on the 
set of almost-representations of N by f is finite. Furthermore if a,(N) denotes 
the number of almost-representations of N by f, which satisfy (5.4) 
(1 <r<A) then 
ANN,f) = i a,(N) 
r= I 
Proof Let AR(N, f)= { 1 a most-representations of N by f }, let A,(N) 
be as above (1~ r $ A), and consider the map AR(N, f )/Aut(f) -+ U A,(N) 
defined by sending the orbit of (X,, Y,) E AR(N,f) under Aut(f) to the 
element (X, Y) E A,(N) associated to (X,, Y,) in the proof of Theorem 5.3. 
By Remark 5.8(a) this map is well defined. Further it is surjective and injec- 
tive by Remarks 5.8 (b.1) and (b.2), respectively. Finally the finiteness of 
AR(N, f) and the above formula follow from Remark 5.8(c). 1 
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6. THE ZETA FUNCTION OF A CLASS 01: IDEALS 
In this section we find explicit formulas for certain Zeta functions 
associated to reduced quadratic forms (Theorem 6.5 below) and deduce a 
formula for the Zeta function of a class of ideals of K (Corollary 6.7). The 
first step in this direction is to establish an analogue of formula (6) on p. 99 
of [3] (Proposition 6.1 below). Here we only sketch the proof of Proposi- 
tion 6.1 and refer the reader to [2] for more details. 
Let A be a class of ideals of K= F,,(x)(@) and consider the Zeta 
function of the class A 
where the sum extends over all non-zero integral ideals & in A and 
N(d) = # {0,/&j (O,=integral closure of F,[x] in K). 
PROPOSITION 6.1. There exists a hijection between the ideal class grot+dp 
C(K) of K= F,(x)(fi) and the set of equivalence classes of binary 
quadratic forms over F,[x] of discriminant D. If A E C(K) and (f) 
( =equivalence class of the form f) corresponds to A under this bijection then 
(assuming f is reduced; see Theorem 4.2) we have 
where the sum ranges over all manic polynomials N in F,[x]. 
Sketch of Proof Associate to the ideal d = F,[x] co, @ F,[x] w2 := 
(w,, 02) of K the quadratic form over F,[x] given by 
where N (&) is Artin’s norm of the ideal S! (see [ 1, p. 151) and a E FT is 
chosen so that discriminant(f) = D. Of course f depends on the choice of 
the F,[x]-basis of d, but a different choice of basis yields a form which 
is equivalent to f. Hence the map & I-+ (f ) is well-defined, and it is not 
hard to prove that it induces a map C(K) -+ {equivalence classes of binary 
quadratic forms over F,[x] of discriminant D}, which has an inverse map 
given by (f) ++ ideal class of S$ := F,[x] @ F,[x] IV,= (1, Wr). 
(Note: this is the analogue of the classical correspondence of Gauss 
between ideals in a quadratic number field and integral binary quadratic 
forms (cf. [3, pp. 92-94]).) 
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Now let (f) correspond to A E C(K) under “Gauss’ correspondence” 
described above. Assume f is reduced and let .L+= (1, IV’,.) E A. Artin 
(see [ 1, p. 603) derived the formula 
where U =group of units of O,, and the prime in the summation indicates 
that the term z = 0 is excluded. For z = X+ YWfe ~2’~ we have 
Iwq”~ INK,F,(r) (z)l --s = IN K,Fp,,,(X+ Y~fP444,l -A = If(X VI p’s 
and, just as in the classical case [3, p. 993, z= z’ (=X’+ Y’W,) in J+/U 
iff (X, Y) and (X’, Y’) belong to the same orbit of the action of Aut(f) on 
F,,[x]‘. Therefore (for Re(s) > 1) 
IAs, A) = c If(X Y)l --s 
(A’, Y) E F,,[i]?/Aut( /) 
= X, Y) E F,[x J’/Aut(f): N 
= Nznic 
ANN f) INI -‘. I 
In what follows A E C(K) is fixed, f is a reduced form in the equivalence 
class of forms corresponding to A under Gauss’ correspondence, and 
{ fi , . . . . fi} is the cycle of reduced forms generated by ,f = f, . 
COROLLARY 6.2. With notation as above, 
(6.3 f 
where 
Z(s,f,)= 1 a,(N).INIp’ UW) > 1) 
Nmonic 
with a,(N) = number of almost-representations of N by f, which satisfy (5.4). 
Proof This follows from the above proposition and Corollary 5.10. 1 
We now introduce the following notation: 
u= p-s, n=$degD, p+= I rvrI, and PW’ = I WA (1 drdi). 
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Observe that by Theorem 4.8 the expression 
$, (Ci ‘Q-1) 
r= I 
does not depend on the particular choice of the reduced form ,f’ in the 
equivalence class of forms corresponding to A. 
Therefore we can define 
9(U,A)= i (U ““-I). (6.4) 
r=l 
THEOREM 6.5. For Re(s) > 1 MV have 
{ 
p-- 1 
z(s,fr)= u” (1 +pU)(l -pu)’ [I +pu-(pU)-‘“‘r-(pU)‘+“‘q 
(6.6 1 
Note that this formula provides a meromorphic continuation for Z(s, f,.) 
(hence for IK(3, A)) to the entire s-plane. 
COROLLARY 6.7. 
(6.8) 
Proof: Use formula (6.6) in (6.3) and observe the following: since 
d.+, = o’, and -w:,. , = 0,. by Remark 4.5(b). we have 
Finally use (6.4) to obtain (6.8). m 
Sketch of Proof of Theorem 6.5 (See [2] for Computational Details). 
First observe that 
Z(sv .fr) = 1 I .frK y)l-‘> 
where the sum runs over all pairs (X, Y) E F,[x]* such that 
1X-t Yw,l = maxIP4, I YW,I 1, 1x1 > I Y~J, and sgn X= 1. 
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For any such pair (X, Y) 
where f, = [A,, . ..] (see Remark 5.8(c)). 
Therefore, since IX+ YW,I < max{ 1x1, I YW,l} iff 1x1 = I YW,( and 
sgn Y W, = sgn Y = -sgn X, we have 
I~,I”~mf,)= c IYW,I-".1X1- A 
ly~rl-=l.~l~Iy~,l sgnx= 1 
+ c 1x1-““- c 1x1 -2A 
/XI a I YM’rI 1x1 = I YW,l 
sgn,v= 1 sgn Y= -sgnx= -I 
=F+T-: (say). 
Now 
and similarly 
Foranya>l and6=1 or2wehave 
a-l a-l 
1 JXI--6S= c 1 p-ssr= c p~,~~~~~=I~--PP~,~~,~* 
1x1 <P” r=o IXI=p’ l=O 
sgnx= I sgnx= 1 
from which it follows that the above expressions for C, and Cz are com- 
binations of geometric sums. These geometric sums converge for Re(s) > 1 
and straightforward computations yield 
F= 
(p- 1) U”r 
(l+Pw-Pv* 
. { 1 +pu- (pu)-“;- (pLy) 
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I-!.- 
(p - I )(pcFy 
2 1 -pv+(l -pU’)(l -(pU)‘)’ 
Similarly we get 
c = (PU’P 
3 1 - (pU)2’ 
Finally, using Remark 4.5(a), jA,l”= U”jr n and formula (6.6) follows. 1 
7. CLASS NUMBERS AND CONTINUED FRACTIONS 
Recall formula (2.3) for the class number h(gD) of K’ = F,(x)(m): 
h(gD)=(l+p).i, -EL 
( ‘1 1% P . 
Now 
1 C N(d)- .‘= 1 [,Js, A). 
AsC(K) 0f.d~A AEC(KI 
OfOh 
Therefore using Corollary 6.7 and noting that U = p-‘I = -1 when 
s = m/log p we obtain 
THEOREM 7.1. We have 
hi@)=~~A~,Kj 1% ( ’ ) 9 -F,A -(p+1)9(-l,A) 
where n = deg D/2 and 9( U, A) is the function (6.4). 
In particular if C(K) = {Q } is trivial (here 21 denotes the principal ideal 
class of K) we have 
h(gD)=s. -/-j$+( +-(p+i)$(-kl)]. (7.2) 
In the remainder of this section we express 8( U, II ) in terms of the 
continued fraction expansion of fi (more precisely, in terms of the 
continued fraction expansion of (fi - [@I)) ‘; but note that if 
(,/‘& [$?I))‘= [N,, iV2, . ..I then fi= [No,N,, . ..I. where No= 
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Cfil,. -r-h en we use (7.2) to establish an analogue of Hirzebruch’s 
formula stated in the introduction (see Theorem 7.3 below). 
Consider the form of discriminant D 
f= [I4D - Cfi12L C&l, - 1/4al, 
where a = sgn(D - [fi12))l. 
We claim that f is a reduced form whose equivalence class corresponds 
(under Gauss’ correspondence) to the principal ideal class Ii. In fact, f is 
reduced because 
- 
w,= wl+JD 
1 
” 2a(D - [@I’) = 2447 - [&I]) 
is reduced by Remark 3.7(b), and 
sgn W,= 
2 sgn fi 
2a sgn(D - [JD]‘) = ” 
Further 
J$=(l, w,>= W,.(2a(fi-I@]), l>= W/..(l,fi)= w,.o,, 
which proves the claim. 
Now let {f,, f2, . . . f,> be the cycle of reduced forms generated by f = f, 
and let { W,, . . . . WA) be the corresponding cycle of reduced elements. 
By Theorem 4.6, A. is equal to the quasi-period of the continued fraction 
expansion of Wf; i.e., 
n=u(Iq)=u 
( 
1 
> ( 
1 
2a(fi-[fi]) =O fi-[fi] > :=O 
(here we have used Remark 3.7(a)) and 
lWil=lMt (1 dibA=v), 
where W,= [M,, M,, . . . . M,, . ..] is th e continued fraction expansion of W,. 
Let (fi- [fi]))‘= [N,, N,, . . . . N,, . ..] be the continued fraction 
expansion of (fi- [fi]))‘. Since (,/‘?- [&]))‘=2aW,, N, and 
Mi differ by an element of F,* so ( Ni 1 = IMi 1. Therefore 
IWil= INil (1 <i<E,=o). 
Consequently 
$(U,Q)= i (U-“r-l)= i (U@=Nr-l). 
r=l ,=I 
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Finally, use (7.2) to obtain 
THEOREM 7.3. As.sume thut the cluss m&w of’ F,,(.Y)( v,‘o) is 1, nherc 
D E F,[s] is monk und syuurefiee of &gtw 31. 
Let (& [fi]) -’ = [N,, N,. . . . . N,,, . ..I he tlw contimrrri ~fhxtiorz 
expansion CI~‘ (fi- [@I) ‘. H ere II = quusi-period qf ( fi - [,b] ) '. 
Then the class number h(gD) of F,(x)(m), bthere g is u generator c?f‘ 
F,*, is given hi* 
deg ,v, 
where t denotes the number of indices r ( 1 d r < v) jtir which deg N, is odd. 1 
8. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
It follows from Corollary 6.7 that iK(q A) is a meromorphic function of 
s with simple poles at s = 1 + (2nik/log p) for k E 2. As in the classical case, 
the residue of iK(.y, A) at s = 1 is independent of the ideal class A. In fact 
Artin [ 1, p. 681 showed that 
K = Res [,(s. A) = (p-l~~ “y “R, 
A=1 
where n =deg D/2 and R is the “regulator” of K, defined by pR= /E~J, 
where Q, is a fundamental unit of K. 
Now consider the Laurent expansion of iK(s, A) at s= 1: 
It is possible, using formula (6.8), to compute cl,(A) explicitly for 
i = 0, 1, 2, . . . . For instance, 
where /z = 2(A), w, = w,(A) are as in Section 6. 
The above formula might well be called a “Kronecker limit formula” 
for K. 
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